Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Below I will post the RTR Schedule we are going to follow for easy reference. **After this one, a stronger cycle of other RTR's will come in.** This is preparing the ground for our next schedule, while tackling issues such as the one below.

Someone sent this to us Clergy and the groups. Just look at the nerve here. The jews want to outlaw, and add penalty to judging them or even doing simple criticism to them and their agenda. This is because they have been exposed everywhere.

The Gods of Hell will throw curses and abominations to those who will push this behavior to help this befallen and evil people torture humanity just to maintain their own worthless status. They literally want to censor the mind of other human beings, and to completely cut off the people from criticizing or thinking negatively about the jews, like guess what, everyone else does get criticized in the planet.


Things like the above should not exist in Astarte's and Satan's Nation which is the United States of America. This is kosher. Imagine if there was such a legislation for White people, Blacks, or some particular individuals. However lo and behold, there is such legislation that is attempted to be passed, for the 'chosen'. So every Goyim that is critical of them can be landed into FEMA and call it a day.

Thinking, criticism, and writing, however offensive, they are trying to brand as criminal activity.

The jews are proving what they are by their own hand, to the point that even if people stopped the 'nagging' on them, it would still be fairly evident. But the jews don't care about this either, they only care on the fact they are growing always more massive hatred and opposition to themselves. And since this is the result of actions they will never stop, they just to slyly undermine and destroy their opposition before it can grow. After all, defending one's self against the 'appointed of god' is a crime against 'god', who is a farting jew in a cloud whose will is so omnipotent and so forth.

The theories that were once 'conspiracy' about them are being thrown in the open as being 100% correct, by their own hand. Even youtube and other public outlets are monitored by the jewish thought-police nowadays. Now they push this even further. Which will be to their detriment...

Who seeks to escape criticism so much than someone who is wrong?
What's next? Troops patrolling the streets and killing people that criticize the jews or think evil thoughts, that will be scanned by a microchip into the frontal cortex? Well, according to the jewish aims expressed in the bible, this is what they want to do.

Obviously, material violence is illegal and it gets nobody nowhere. But if you look past this in the link provided, there are some outrageous claims. Such as for example, punishments for those who question if the jews exaggerated the holocaust. Even if it was even admitted by the JEWS THEMSELVES that they did this. The only punishment here is, if the Goyim find out, then they must be punished. If the jews give out their own, it's always okay.

This aside many other matters plus the planets, is why we will be doing the RTR Schedule below.

THE FIGHT FOR FREEDOM GOES ON! We must not desert this battle because humanity will be ENTIRELY DOOMED. I hate to say this, but this is exactly what we have to do, and this is the fate we have been given to avert.

Lastly, all of the above is being passed from the back-door where nobody is watching. People are peacefully sleeping while jews are passing legislation to show up on their doorstep because they criticized them.

13. 72, Right to Rule Our Own Nations, Communications RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
14. 72, Right to Rule Our Own Nations, Communications RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
15. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Ending Confusion RTR
16. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Ending Confusion RTR
17. 72, 42, Communications RTR, Ending Confusion RTR
18. 72, Right to Rule Our Own Nations, Communications RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
19. 72, Right to Rule Our Own Nations, Communications RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial Control

Links to the Rituals:

Right to Rule Our Own Nations -
42 - http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/Ritual_42.html
Communications RTR - http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/11_9_Ritual.htm
Terminating Jewish Financial Control -
http://dawn666blacksun.angelfire.com/D298.htm

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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